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Most importantly, the semi-fungible token (SFT) 
based digital market creates a trustless engine 
that opens up a free market and explores the 
financial side of scarce commodities backed 
by celebrities, high-end manufacturer, and 
designers. The miners, hereby referred to as 
the “warehouse”, are elected as the entrusted 
distributors and authenticators who project 
the shelf items on blockchain (in the form of 
ERC-1155) and deliver the shelf items upon the 
withdrawal of SVCs in a seamless fashion.

is introducing a permissionless 
protocol that creates liquidity for scarce viral 
commodities (hereinafter referred to as SVC), 
mints new Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) in a limited 
fashion to enrich the market, and constructs 
a value network for speculators, collectors, 
manufacturers, influencers, authenticators and 
distributors.

For manufacturers and designers, the 
value network explores vertical integration 
to bypass the high threshold of branding and 
connects each intrinsically popular SKUs to 
influencers or celebrities for direct selling 

For speculators, the protocol makes 
goods significantly easier to trade – without 
necessarily having to receive or send the 
physical counterpart or hold a piece of the asset 
at hand. 

For buyers, the marketplace engages 
top-tier suppliers of street fashion with 
dominant brands such as Adidas, Supreme, 
and Nike to provide direct access to authentic 
products.

efforts. In other words, F1ZZ member can buy 
and sell their own products from the same 
manufacturers that supply Nike or Adidas.  Each 
foundation approved “F1ZZ” product can bid 
for the best designers and manufacturers to 
issue personalized limited SKUs for the Initial 
Shoe Offering (ISO), which allows people with 
resource and fan base to issue their own SKUs. 
With this issuing system, F1ZZ is fundamentally 
changing the way that current merchants rely 
on centralized and dominant corporations such 
as Nike and Adidas.

VISION
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Quick Statistics 
of the Luxury & 
Sneaker Market

Expansive Market 
$ 247 billion
Global Aggregate Luxury Sales in 2017

Resale Market Growth
Sneaker Resale Market is 
$ 2 billion today,
$6 billion by 2025

Monopoly
96% of the sneakers available on the secondary 
market are believed to be from the Nike group

Millennialization
Millennials consume 50% of luxury sales today

Market Concentration
By 2025, 65% of global luxury market will be 
Chinese Consumers

VISION
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Market Size

The market for personal luxury goods has 
reached 276 billion in 2019, gaining 28% since 
2016. Of all luxury goods, shoes and jewelry 
were the top growth categories, gaining 
7% each, followed by handbags and beauty 
products. The biggest spender of luxury goods 
by countries is China, whose share is expected 
to reach 65% by 2025. 

The Millennial’s obsession with the ‘coolest’ 
sneaker powers the traditional luxury market. 
The hype obsession also surfaces in the recent 
boom of the sneaker and streetwear resale 
market in the North America: a 2 billion USD 
market that is projected to reach $6 billion by 

 Diving into which particular group of Chinese 
consumers is motivating this accelerating 
market, the answer is nothing surprising, merely 
an extension of global phenomena: Millennials 
and Gen Z, the same group behind the sneaker 
resale boom. Chinese Millennials spend 21% on 
luxury shoes: the third biggest market following 
cosmetics and women’s wear.
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Figure 1.  Personal Luxury Market Trend (2016-2019)

Global Luxury Trend
Total Luxury Sale

2025, according to Cowen, an investment bank. 
StockX, which was only established in 2016, has 
become the biggest resale platform, generating 
2 million in gross sales per day and 800 million 
in revenue per year.

THE MARKET
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The Big Spender

The Millennials and Gen Z who follow the 
newest and trendiest streetwear are hype 
enthusiasts. Hype enthusiasts pay attention 
to the history, design concept and cultural 
attitude of the street brand. Following the 
newest products from every season is an 
imperative aspect of their life. The splurge on 
streetwear often accounts for 60% to 80% of 
a hype enthusiast’s total expenditure. Hype 
enthusiasts are keen to share news of the latest 
development in the street fashion industry 
among their friends to show that they are also a 
part of the new-big-hype.

As hype enthusiasts grow to be the norm 
among the Millenial, sneaker brands employ 
hunger marketing: by keeping the supply 
lower than demand, the resale market is able 
to create higher price. The higher price serves 
as a PR announcement (also a demand shock) 
and shifts up the demand curve, increasing the 

price further. The low supply creates the resale 
market; the resale market creates the hype. 
The sneaker with the highest price premium in 
2019 is the Adidas Campus “Chinese New Year” 
edition. The retail price was only $130 while 
the resale price is at $1900, a price premium of 
1362%.

THE MARKET

Top 9 Sneakers By Price Premuim
2019 Quarter 1
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From TEM-PLATE
to F1ZZ
The TEM-PLATE APP by F1ZZ is the largest supplier for Fashion Brands. The TEM-PLATE app 
changed the way people purchase shoes by digitalizing offline stores and creating an online 
marketplace, supported by its ample supply and wide spread of SKUs. Similar to how Amazon 
opened up its APIs for external sites with AWS, F1ZZ lays out the missing protocol for a free peer-to-
peer market. The markets built on F1ZZ tremendously lowers the threshold for each user to become 
a reseller and allows the customers to hold a stake in the issuance of new viral commodities.

• trade pairs include USDT, Bitcoin, and fiat in 
some countries

• approximately 30,000 Stock keeping units 
(SKUs) 

• billions of fan base for brands such as Off-
White, Vetements, Champion.

• users in Portugal, Spain 

• more than 10,000,000 USD worth of goods 
in stock

• team composed of designers from Farfetch 
and engineers from Amazon

Year Founded

Core Businesses

Sneaker 
Authentication

Live Biding 
Market

ISO Primary 
Market

Livestreaming 
influencer channels 

Hype Community

2019 2016 2015 2017

The Exchange for 
Scarce Commodity

Stock market for buying 
high demand sneakers 

and streetwear

Largest shoe resale 
platform in China 

World's largest 
marketplace for 

authentic sneakers 
(sneakers only)
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Current Sneaker/SVC Markets

Delivery is a prerequisite for ownership

Lack of transparency and authenticity

The monopolized market 

In the existing marketplace, the ownership of 
a SVC only comes with delivery of the physical 
product, which is sometimes delayed or 
cancelled due to the merchants’ low capacity 

Buyers often have to deal with the risk of 
receiving knockoffs or damaged products. Each 
current SVC platform’s suppliers vary from 
large franchisees to small individuals. While 
franchisees can afford to appoint professional 
authenticators to prevent knockoffs from 
entering the warehouse, individuals who rely on 
average authenticators are often asked to pay 

A handful of sports giants such as Nike and 
Adidas have dominated the market by feeding 
scarce sneakers to the market. The best 
opportunity for an average sneaker fan to 
purchase a pair of scarce sneakers would be to 
participate in the resale market. Most shoes 
on the resale market experience some degree 

a hefty collateral to the SVC platform in order 
to compensate for their higher risks of default. 
These arbitrary standards which stem from a 
lack of transparency and standardization, often 
lead to loop holes and bribery among different 
categories of sellers, victimizing the uninformed 
users.

of a price premium. The price premium is the 
result of the intentional limited supply and low 
circulation which increases the risk for shoe 
holders while generating more hype for the 
sneaker companies.

and poor logistics. The purchasers cannot trade 
or resell items in a timely manner due to the 
complexity of warehouse logistics, making the 
commodity difficult to change hands.

VALUE	PROPOSITION
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Consumer Data used for Perverse Incentives

In a world where personal data has surpassed 
oil as the world’s most valuable asset, 
centralized e-commerce giants such as Alibaba 
and Amazon are slowly migrating away from 
vertical marketplaces to becoming data 

Despite having similar visions for commodity 
trading, traditional platforms such as StockX 
have only scratched the surface of what is 
possible in a free SVC financial market. 

F1ZZ constructs a free marketplace with a 
dark net’s customer rating system. Sellers 
deposit the goods along with the F1ZZ token 
equivalent of 100% of the sale price at the 
closest warehouse. A collateral will be deducted 
as a fee if the item is verified to be a knockoff 
or a misrepresentation of the actual product. 
Prompt delivery and good user experience will 
generate good rating and bring larger volume of 
transaction, and vice versa.

Warehouses are the bank of verified SVC 
assets. By issuing SFT to each authentic item, 
authenticators help users to manage and 
transfer the ownership of commodities in a 
transparent and trustless environment. The 
assets, thereby, are fully liquid and ready to be 
delivered to the final owner upon withdrawal.

companies. A plethora of centralized data on 
consumer behavior is used to maximize sale 
orders by manipulating users to purchase 
unnecessary items.

ISO allows verified members (“F1ZZ”) to 
issue their own SVC. After paying an upfront 
fee to the manufacturers, designers, and 
authenticators of the issuer’s choice, the issuer 
would need to stake a F1ZZ token amount 
equal to a percentage of the total initial market 
cap. The percentage starts low, but may 
increase over time. Issuers also have the option 
to cover initial payments and collateral through 
early fundraising.

The versatile payment system, Aqua Wallet, 
builds an identity system that allows users to 
bring their assets in major Coins, stable Coins, 
fiat, and ERC-1155 SFTs to different markets. 
The wallet becomes a portal for all markets 
built on the Aqua SDK, creating a robust 
ecosystem for scarce assets where users can 
trade, purchase, and withdraw.

Solution
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Trading a fraction of the shoe

Participating in the ISO 

Investing in early stage ISO

Shoes come in pairs? Not quite the case 
with F1ZZ. Imagine trading 1/10 of a pair of 
Air Jordan for 1/10 of the original price. By 
allowing products to be denominated in smaller 
units, it certainly allows more freedom with the 
diversification of a user’s “shoefolio” and opens 
up a million ways for one to hedge against the 
idiosyncratic risks.

For the first time, users are able to join both 
sides of the SVC issuance.  Users can choose to 
participate in the ISO or even fund the ISO in its 
early stage.

The ISO appears in the form of a smart contract. 
Users, upon participation, authorize F1ZZ to 
send a specified amount of F1ZZ tokens to 
the contract in exchange for the SFT. Since 

On the other hand, users can invest in the 
ISO campaign early on by providing the F1ZZ 
token to the selected F1ZZ member. Each ISO 
is transparent since ideation. A F1ZZ member 
enlists the plan by uploading the design and 
assigning a manufacture date, and ISO length. 
An investor may browse through new projects 
by searching for the type of themes and 
artworks that is most likely to gain traction. 

the shoe quantity is predetermined, or in this 
case, manufactured, the SFT supply parameter 
is static. However, the funding goal can be 
dynamic: the distribution of tokens to investors 
will be dependent upon the total funds 
received. A larger amount raised would imply a 
higher pricing of each SFT.

The ISO is meant to target KOL and celebrities 
who may wish to release their own SVC. A 
project launched by a celebrity is most likely to 
generate a great amount of hype before the ISO 
and have a higher share price as a result. Based 
on the smart contract, the revenue generated 
from the ISO will be divided based on each 
participant’s share.
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Live Streaming Selling

The Aqua SDK

Versatile Payment 
System – Aqua Wallet

Influencer Marketing has become a dominant 
way of attracting traction. While YouTubers 
film promotional videos, other influencers 
depend on live streaming platforms to deliver 
an interactive consumer experience. The 
influencer marketing model has proven to 
work in China, Korea, and India for growth 

The Aqua SDK prepares the traditional online 
marketplace for the integration of SFT. F1ZZ 
aims to extend the scarcity liquidity network 
to commodities beyond the sneaker market. 
Merchants will be able to implement the Aqua 
SDK to 

1. digitize their stock keeping units

2. gain access to the open platform of users 
and markets on F1ZZ. 

The Aqua Wallet will be integrated in all 
marketplaces. In the beta version, the wallet 
supports SFTs, Bitcoin, Ethereum, USDT, F1ZZ 
and OTC fiat payment. The wallet enables peer-
to-peer transactions between each type of node 
and decentralizes the flow of value within the 
ecosystem.

Aqua Wallet directs each person to different 
markets with different interfaces. Default 

hacking and increasing sale orders throughput. 
On F1ZZ, verified influencers can generate a 
discount code from the market’s API to keep 
track of all transactions occurred from using the 
code, and receiving shares of revenue based on 
the smart contract.

The users will be able to scroll through verified 
wallets on the Aqua Wallet and select the 
type of market that sells their desired items.  
Merchants may entrust the warehouse for 
authentication and logistics or propose creative 
ways to trade non-traditional assets, like 
encrypted art pieces.

functions include but are not limited to the 
secondary market, ISO market, online stores 
and live streaming influencer channels. 
Users will bring their identities and digital 
assets across different marketplaces to make 
transactions.  
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A Breakdown of Benefits 
for Key Users

The community will provide three levels of identities: users, KYC Users, and authenticators. In F1ZZ, 
all users gain access to the secondary market. They are eligible to trade any asset in USDT via the 
digital wallet. Among all users, certified users, who have government issued IDs approved by the KYC 
system, will gain access to local fiat currencies based on their nationalities and local regulations. 

KYC users will gain the privilege of participating in the ISO. They also have the option of investing in 
the ISO in the early stage and split the proceeds with the issuers and investors from the initial round 
of selling. 

Authenticators are the most imperative node in the F1ZZ ecosystem. Authenticators provide 
storage, verify the product’s authenticity, issue equivalent SFTs and ship out the respective SVC at 
withdrawal.

Speculators: Trade shoes and any SVC the 
same way you trade any stocks

• trade pairs include USDT, Bitcoin, and fiat in 
some countries

• participate in the launch of SVCs by 
investing an early stake

• purchase a fraction of SVC

• instant ownership upon transaction

• SFT can be sold across different platforms 
and markets 

• price is denominated in Fiat/stable coin but 
two third of the taker fee can be waived if 
you pay with F1ZZ 

• stake F1ZZ coin with authenticators to earn 
fiat interest

Shoe Buyers: 

• stake F1ZZ coin with authenticators to earn 
fiat interest

• no fake sellers

• withdraw an integer amount of SVCs to 
receive the physical asset

• transparent borderless transaction

Sellers: 

• only a one-time fee paid to the 
authenticators 

• low logistics cost

• exposure to global buyers

• sell any products digitally 

• variety of trade pairs to liquidate items

Authenticators:

• receive 70%of the secondary market’s 
total transaction fee (based on their total 
delegated F1ZZ tokens)

• compete for the ISO fee with good service

• governance on the percentage collateral of 
ISO

• verify and sell “F1ZZ” membership

• burn collateral for knockoff products 
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Primary Market: 

• the ISO disrupts the traditional market. 
Anyone with capital and fan base can issue 
their assets in limited edition. It creates 
perfect competition where speculators have 
choice over the shoe they buy – allowing 
fractional ownership and diversified 
portfolio

• allows any Verified F1ZZ with enough initial 
capital to launch SVC

• permits F1ZZ members to crowd fund their 
manufacture, design for SVC

• ISO proceeds will be divided between the 
issuer and the investors.

NODE IDENTITIES AND RIGHTS
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F1ZZ token VS 
Stable Coin/fiat

F1ZZ is an ERC-20 based token that serves 
a variety of purposes. As a hybrid platform 
token, the F1ZZ token serves as an incentive 
mechanism that seeks to align different roles 
within the ecosystem. 

The F1ZZ token will be gradually released to 
the community as a function of user growth. 
Given the constant supply, the token price 
should increase as user growth stimulates 
higher velocity.  The network effect has been 

interpreted by scholars in several ways to 
explain the growth in network value. 

Metcalfe’s Law, for example, states that the 
value of a peer-to-peer network grows in 
proportion to the square of the amount of 
nodes. By opening up the SDK across a variety 
of scarce commodities, F1ZZ creates a wallet-
backed identity system where each user can 
experience infinite ways of connecting with one 
another over the open network.

Sarnoff’s Law Metcalfe’s Law

V=n2V=n
NƒXNƒX
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The Utility of F1ZZ tokens

Stable coin/fiat

SFTs

Users can spend F1ZZ tokens to participate in 
the ISO. The ticket price will be recycled to the 
F1ZZ foundation. For users who do not own 
fiat or stable coin as a payment option, they can 
purchase the amount in F1ZZ and pay 2/3 the 
transaction cost.

The authenticator stakes the F1ZZ tokens from 
sellers as collateral at the market rate, which 

In the early stage, stable coin, bitcoin or fiat 
can be used for the purchase of items on the 
secondary market. As F1ZZ becomes more 
widely accepted, it will slowly replace the role 

The ERC-1155 token standard, developed 
by Enjin, allows the authenticator to manage 
multiple token types including fungible tokens, 
non-fungible tokens, and semi-fungible 
tokens. The Semi-Fungible Token (SFT) may 
look similar to any NFT from a developer’s 
perspective. However, unlike the unique NFT, 
SFT represents one unit of a larger number of 
scarce items. The issuance of more than one 
SFT to reflect one item will allow the trading of 
a fraction of an asset. 

are fully returned when the product is deemed 
authentic and reflected on-chain as SFT.

Each authenticator will receive a percentage 
of the total transaction fees earned from the 
transaction based on the amount of F1ZZ that 
they currently hold. The first authenticator will 
be appointed by the F1ZZ foundation.

of major coins to serve as a unit of account. 
Likewise, sellers will pay for the authenticator’s 
logistics with stable coin or Fiat.

The SFT based digital market sets the basis 
for virtual trading. When each Stock Keeping 
Unit (SKU) enters the warehouse and passes 
the authenticity test, a digital twin is issued on 
the backstage under the depositor’s address. 
Upon confirmed withdrawal, the SFT identifies 
its latest owner’s address and generates the 
address for delivery. The SFT is then burned, 
leaving a trace for all the transactions that 
occurred with the item. 

The ISO host will set a ratio between the SVC 
and SFT, specifying the lowest unit of each item. 
For example, a 1:100 ratios would determine 
that the lowest SVC unit will be 0.01 The event 
ends when the window expires or the SVCs are 
sold out. After then, the recently released SKU 
will be listed and freely traded on the secondary 
market.

THE F1ZZ ECONOMICS 

“We see SFTs playing a crucial role and being 
the primary use case for tokenized digital assets; 
therefore, we felt it was important to define it 
separately from SFTs and Fungibles.”  

-DGoods
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Early Investors

5%
Community

35%

Influencers & Celebrities

15%

Validator

15%

Developers

10%

Branding, Publicity

10%

Founders and Advisors

10%

Developers
10%

Branding, 
Publicity

10%
Early Investors

5%
Founders &

Advisors

10%
Validator

15%
Influencers &

 Celebrities

15%35%
Community

The funds raised will be used solely for the 
development of the platform. The foundation 
will make its best commercial effort to make 
sure that the fund allocation proceeds as 
proposed.

A total supply of 35,000,000,000 tokens is 
distributed to the following categories: 
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2019 Q2
Wallet and markets 

development, 
global ware house 

establishment

2019 Q3
TGE,
launch secondary market Beta,
integration of Aqua wallet

2019 Q4
Launching of four default 

marketplaces,
 influencer engagement,

 release of Aqua SDK

2019 Q1
Generation of healthy revenue 
to cover expenditure 

2020 Q1
Migration and integration of 
external marketplaces for 
scarce commodities

2018 Q3
Partnered with major suppliers,

 TEMP-LATE Launched
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F1ZZ is an ecosystem that aggregates users 
and markets. To fully utilize blockchain without 
necessarily raising the threshold, the dev team 
makes blockchain nearly invisible with a hybrid 
approach. The architecture includes five layers: 
network layer, storage layer, consensus layer, 
service layer and application layer, as shown in 
the figure: 

This architecture allows centralized processing 
and decentralized governance. The technology 
lowers the threshold and improves the user 
experience, while ensuring the transparency 
and security of each transaction.  In a five-
tier architecture, the service layer and the 
application layer are the core components that 
help users justify the migration to decentralized 
and interoperable markets.

Application
Layer

Service
Layer

Storage
Layer

Computing &
Consensus

Layer

Make or Buy Proof Growth Tracing Reward 

API / SDK / Plugin / Version

Centralized Modular Incentive Machanism

Order & Matching Engine + Smart Contract 

Relational DB KV DB 
Blockchain

 Infrastructure 

Mysql Oracle Redis LevelDB BTC 
ETH &

 ERC20
USDT 

Hybrid Framework 
Centralized implementation

Governance Model 
Decentralized implementation 

Specific modules include:

1. The markets, which come in various client 
forms: APP, H5, PC and Mini APP, providing 
multi-language support to global users.

2. The wallet, which hosts the user’s public 
key and private key account, supporting 
major coins, stable coins, F1ZZ, SFTs, and 
NFTs. Similar to the App Store, the wallet 
also aggregates the verified decentralized 
marketplaces, allowing users to navigate 
through each market along with the 
transaction option.

3. The Blockchain System: the ERC20 and 
ERC1155 tokens leave a digital trace on the 
public chain. Each settlement will be based 
on predetermined rules set forth by the 
markets and the smart contracts, allowing 
traceability and transparency.

4. User identity and Account: the mobile num-
ber, email or social media account of a user 
is automatically linked to a decentralized 
account; in light of the preexisting technol-
ogies, the users may authorize markets to 
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take additional verifications such as UID 
requirements, KYC verification, Credit 
rating, or risk assessment to access different 
features on the markets.

5. Data & Service:  the user data is stored off-
chain on the user’s node. Before any type of 
information exchange, the user may autho-
rize different levels of disclosure based on 

the nature of the exchange. The verification 
options are set forth by different markets, 
to facilitate communication and transaction 
in a trustless environment. However, the 
peer-to-peer structure prevents service 
providers from accessing the user’s data for 
manipulation or resale.

To summarize, the benefits of this 
architecture are as follows:

• Lowered threshold: 

Users can access the decentralized stores 
via mobile phone number, email or social 
media account, through both mobile and PC. 
Users will no longer need to memorize 12 
mnemonics, or worry about forgetting the 
password. Instead, they will simply need to 
pass the KYC verification to resume control.

• Interoperability: 

Both the sellers and buyers will be able 
to bring their network and assets across 
different markets through an interoperable 
wallet system. The markets, composed 
of developers and platform owners, will 
compete to provide the most transparent 
and seamless transaction experience - 
through the Aqua SDK.

• Security:

F1ZZ developers will work with the 
Ethereum ecosystem to ensure the 
security of transaction from the base level. 
In addition, the dev team will work with 
industry leaders to provide customizable 
custody solutions, using asymmetric 
encryption, cold storage, multi-sig, etc., 
to eliminate the potential pitfalls of 
decentralized governance. The successful 
development and deployment of this 
architecture will poise decentralized 
applications for mass adoption.


